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Presentation Overview

1. Introductions

2. Discuss why evaluation is important to 
community program development

3. Introduce the ‘Logic Model,’ and explain its 
components

4. Provide an example of a community logic 
model

5. Group exercise- Create your own logic model

6. Discussion and Questions





Evaluation

For community programming, the general 
goal of evaluation is to gain the knowledge 
necessary to make process adjustments, 
and/or to report actual results to 
stakeholders (McDavid & Hawthorn, 
2006).



Why Evaluate?

1. To justify and explain the program. Provides credible information to 
skeptics and/or those who know little about your program.

2. To assist in improving services. Identify the strengths and 
weaknesses of your program and provide ongoing feedback.

3. To aid in program development and decision-making. Determine 
how to most appropriately allocate your program’s time and 
resources (immediately, and in the future).

4. To target specific problem areas. Engage any concerns, allow your 
program to be responsive and take action more effectively.

5. To assess the overall program impact on all parties involved. Use 
evaluations to assess needs, concerns, and overall effectiveness 
of your program.



Evaluation and the Logic Model
Achieving program goals involve a number of ongoing activities:
 Recognition and prioritization of desired outcomes
 Establishing a way to measure movement toward those 

outcomes
 Setting standards for evaluating how well outcomes were 

reached
 Following and measuring advancement toward outcomes
 Periodically assessing progress
 Emphasizing activities that achieve targeted outcomes
 Intervening to improve progress where needed

     For the most part, these elements are essential to program 
evaluation, and can be concisely articulated in a program logic 
model.



What is a Logic Model?

“A visual representation of a program 
that shows how resources for a program 
are converted into activities, and hence 
for intended results” McDavid & Hawthorn

“The process of developing a logic 
model facilitates thinking through, 
planning, and communicating about 
project objectives and actual 
accomplishments. It is a conscious 
process that creates an explicit 
understanding of the challenges ahead, 
the resources available, and the timetable 
in which to hit the target” 

      W.K. Kellogg Foundation

Or more simply, 
a picture or 

“road map” of 
your program



Logic Model Components

When creating a logic model, the inputs, key program 
components, implementation objectives, outputs, linking 
constructs, and outcomes (short-term, mid-term, and 
long-term) must be considered.  By linking these 
elements, the intended cause and effect relationships 
are summarized.  

Component
s

Implementati
on 

Objectives

Outputs Linking 
Constructs

OutcomesInputs



INPUTS

Inputs- Resources that are required to 
operate the program

For example: 

   Money  People  Equipment   Knowledge



COMPONENTS

Program components- The groups of 
services or activities in a program.

Broad “umbrella” that encompasses the 
implementation objectives.



IMPLEMENTATION OBJECTIVES

Implementation Objectives- The 
activities that produce measurable outputs 

Typical words used to state 
implementation objectives are “to provide”, 
“to make” or “to give”.



OUTPUTS

Outputs- The measurable 
achievements/amount of work done, by 
the program.

Typically outputs are tangible and 
measurable  (e.g. # of volunteers trained, 
# of cases completed).



LINKING CONSTRUCTS

Not all logic models will require linking 
constructs

Linking Constructs -The transition 
factors which connect the program outputs 
to the intended outcomes. 

The steps required to translate outputs to 
outcomes



OUTCOMES

Outcomes- The results that a program 
intends to produce. 

Often classified by short, medium, and 
longer-term program results.



An Example of Logic Modeling:
Restorative Justice Pleasantville



An Example of Logic Modeling:
Restorative Justice Pleasantville

The goal of this sample logic model is to outline 
a working performance measurement system 
that Restorative Justice Pleasantville (RJPV) 
can utilize to determine whether the program 
meets the intended objectives, adds social 
value, and/or meets efficiency and effectiveness 
objectives. Ideally, this would allow for program 
improvements to be made, and hopefully 
increase RJPV’s accountability.



About RJPV

Mandate

Restorative Justice Pleasantville’s (RJPV) mandate is to bring 
together people - victims, offenders, and their supporters-to heal the 
harm caused by offending behavior.

Mission

The Pleasantville Restorative Justice Society’s mission is to 
promote the principles of restorative justice, which focus on the 
harms of wrongdoing more than on the rules that have been broken, 
by making the satisfaction of the victim, the reclamation of the 
offender, and the involvement of the community as important as the 
letter of the law. 

Vision Statement

Justice that begins in the community.



RJPV’s Services

At the moment RJPV provides one main RJ service, in addition to community education.  
However, eventually they would like to expand the RJ program to meet the needs of 
Pleasantville’s diverse population, and offer other services such as sentencing circles.  

 

Family Group Conferencing

The number of cases that RJPV deals with varies from year to year (usually between ten and 
twenty). Although there are a number of different RJ frameworks, RJPV principally uses the 
family group conferencing model.  Family group conferencing (FGC) is a form of RJ that allows 
the “victim,” the “offender,” their families/supporters, and community representatives to attend to 
the harm caused by the crime.  With the help of a facilitator, everyone involved is encouraged to 
participate in an open dialogue. 

 

Community Education

In order to promote the concepts of RJ in the community, RJPV has a website that offers up to 
date information about this program.  In addition, RJPV has a monthly RJ meeting that the public 
is welcome to attend.  Since RJPV is still in its developing stages, they foresee a greater need to 
educate the public as they expand.  



Restorative Justice Pleasantville Logic Model
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Questions
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Logic Model Example

h(p: //www.uwe x.e du/ce s /pdande /evalua&on/pdf/Paren)d1 002.pdB

http://www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/pdf/Parented1002.pdf
http://www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/pdf/Parented1002.pdf


Logic Model Example

h(p: //www.uwe x.e du/ce s /pdande /evalua&on/pdf/You%LMswi%narr.pdB

http://www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/evaluation/pdf/YouthLMswithnarr.pdf


Logic Model Example

http://ctb.ku.edu/tools/en/sub_section_main_1007.htm

http://ctb.ku.edu/tools/en/sub_section_main_1007.htm


Logic Model Example

h(p: //www.iucn. o rg/%e me s /eval/doc ume nts2/'aining_course s /core_course /module 2_logic_mo de ls1 /module 2_de ve loping_logic_mo de l_1_04.pdB

http://www.iucn.org/themes/eval/documents2/training_courses/core_course/module2_logic_models1/module2_developing_logic_model_1_04.pdf

